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Abstract 
This paper is intended to give a general analysis on the production model and 
the management model applied to the automobile repair industry. 
Meanwhile, an auto-repair MIS system model and an implementation model is 
further described. An application instance of this auto-repair MIS model has 
been implemented in an auto-repair company and the expected results have been 
obtained. 
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1. PRODUCTION MODEL AND THE GOAL OF MIS FOR AUTO-RE
PAIR INDUSTRY 

1.1 The Production model for auto-repair industry 

The production model for the anto-repair industry can be summarized as a 
"problem-solving finite cyclic iteration". The term "problem" means to find out 
the failure or breakdown of the vehicle and then proceed to determine how many 
locations need to be repaired, while the term "solving" means to get the failure or 
breakdown repaired so as to remove the "problem". However, the correct deter
mination of the failure or breakdown locations has not happened before the ac
tual service unless it is an extremly simple one because it needs repeated modifica
tion through many actual services. It is therefore considered that the automobile 
repair process is the process of a" problem -solving finite cyclic iteration". The en-
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tire life cycle for auto-repair can be divided into following steps: 
(a) Making a failure or break

down report; 
(b) Dismantling for inspection 

and analysis; 
(c) Preparing material or parts; 
(d) Repairing the failure or break-

down; 
(e) Unit test; 
(0 System test; 
(g) Running test. 
The first two steps are regarded as 
the problem space, while the re
maining five steps as the solving 
space. The entire service process 
formed by the seven steps can be 
expressed by a fountain model as 
shown in Figure 1. 
With reference to the fountain 
model, we may see that only the 
last two steps must be done on the 
basis of the completion of the pre-
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Dismantling for inspection 

Failure report 

Figun 1. FOUNTAIN MODEL OF AUTO 

-REPAIR PROCESS. 

vious step while the remaining steps have two or three steps overlay with each oth
er. Meanwhile all steps except the step of the material or parts preparation have 
the tendency to return to any of their previous steps (as a waterfall case). The 
fountain model has given a detailed description of the entire auto-repair process. 
which is also known as "problem-solving finite cyclic iteration". 

1.2 Production management model for auto-repair industry 

Based on the fountain model, the production 
management model for auto-repair industry 
can be described as a "finite plan-dispatching 
cycle" as shown in Figure 2. The service level, 
the repair items, the required man-hour and 
material or parts shall be determined by 
"plan" while the actual service work shall be 
assigned to the workshop by "dispatching" so 
as to get the breakdowns repaired, which is 
mentioned previously as "solving". The water
fall case in the fountain model makes the 
"plan-dispatching" become finite cycle. 

Flaun 2. THE FINITE PLAN-
DISPASTCHING CYCLE 
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 
MODEL. 
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1.3 The goal of MIS for the auto-repair industry 

The final goal of the MIS for auto-repair is to ensure all the service work done 
effectively. The details concerned are listed as the followings: 

(a) To work out or revise the material or parts and man-hour plan based on the 
given service level and repair items and if necessary, to regulate the service level 
and repair items so as to achieve the dynamic evolution for production planning. 
(b) To improve effectively the stock management so as to avoid parts supply 
hold-up caused by the dynamic evolution of production plan and unspecified ve
hicle types. 
(c) To ensure a quick searching of the unique parts identification code. Being 
the bottle neck of the manual MIS, this will ensure the correct supply and elimi
nate errors. 
(d) To perform the real-time job dispatching and effective job progress super
vising, so as to optimizing a best way to make use of the man- hour resource and 
bring down the number of vehicle-day in the workshop. 
(e) To carry out the real-time cost accounting in the unit of the single vehicle 
and labor accounting in the unit of each individual laborer so that it is possible to 
handle correctly the situation about the on-going production and eliminate the 
contradiction between production and profit or loss owing to the long cycle of 
the production, which is often encountered in the manual MIS. 
(f) To be featured with additional functions of the MIS such as: finance manage
ment, equipment management, sales management, personnel management and la
bour management etc. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL OF MIS FOR AUTO-REPAIR 

We take the interactive workgroup model as the system model of the MIS for 
auto-repair so as to meet the goal of application and the required function of 
MIS as fully as possible. The cyclic iteration characteristics shown in the auto-re
pair production and management process enable the follwings to be dynamic evo
lution together with the production process such as: production planning (in
cluding service items, materials or parts and man-hour needed), spare parts sup
ply (including stock supply and vendor supply), man-hour dispatching, quality 
assurance, cost accounting and fund employment etc. The MIS, therefore, should 
have the function of the real-time forecast in the production process ( such as: 
the latest demand for service items, materials or parts , man-hour and fund etc) 
and the dynamic tracing capability in production state (such as vehicles under-re
pairing, vehicles pending for service, vehicles interrupted for the time being, vehi-
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cle pending to be reworked, vehicles requesting an external assistance for re
pairing, stockage, and fund employment -etc.) and production accounting (such 
as: consumed man-hour and material or parts, the number of vehicle-day in the 
workshop etc). All above funtions have indicated that the interactivity on the 
nodes must be regarded as an important characteristic in the system model. 

The hardware structure, data and function allocation as shown in Figure 3, the 
data exchange and synchronization among nodes as shown in Figure 4 have re
flected the work cooperation of all nodes in the system resulted from the charac
teristics about the workgroup in the model. On each node, the data are further di
vided into private data and sharing data for the purpose of reducing the data 
transmission burden in the network and achieving the client I server structure. 
The system model is implemented as followings: Firstly, we choose the Windows 
For Workgroups (Microsoft WFW) as our platform. Secondly, we 
comprehensively use the Database System Foxpor, Access and Excel supported 
by the WFW and the techniques on OLE, DDE, e-Mail and the sharing resource 
etc. 

Figure 3. SYSTEM STRUCTURE. 
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Fig 4 RELATIONSHIP OF NODES COOPERATION. 
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J.IMPLEMENTATION MODEL OF MIS FOR AUTO-REPAIR 

3.1 Finite Plan Sequence 
The plan to get a vehicle repaired is a 3-tuple S = < J, P, T > , where J is a list of 
service items, P is a list of ordered pair< p,n > which specify the parts and the re
lated quantity needed by items in J and T is the total man-hour required by 
items in J. In the light of the above 3-tuple plan we may see that J is initiative 
while P an~ T are passive. That is to say J determines P and T . 

Suppose the finite plan sequence formed in the finite plan-dispatching cycle is: 
S0, S1, S1, ···, s. 

where the S0 is called initial planning and S1(i > 0) as intermediate planning re
sulted from the modification to S1_ 1• The final intermedinte planning s. is called 
terminal planning, representing the actual service items, consumed parts and 
their quantity together with actual consumed man-hours. As a result, the 
implementation of the finite plan sequence is composed of the initial 
implementation and amending implementation. In auto-repair MIS, both initial 
and amending implementation are achieved by man-machine interactive opera
tions. 

3.1.1 The implementation ofinitial plan S0 = <J0,P0, T0 > 

CD J 0 '= < e~0>, e~0>, ···, e :o> >, where ef0>is the required service items specified by . 
service expert after examing the failure or breakdown of the vehicle. 
® As for .ef0> E J 0, the initial value of the parts and related quantity required by 
the service items ef0> can be determined based on the material or parts quota f . 
Suppose E is the set of all service items knd Pis the set of all parts, then the mate
rial or parts quota f is the function f: E-p(P x N), where N is the set of positive 

integer. The list of < f(e~0~.···, f(e :ol) > makes up the initial value P 0 of P0• At-
o 

tention that each f(ef0~ will be a list composed by ordered pairs <Pi, ni >; P 0 , 

therefore, is also a list of ordered pairs. 
@ The service experts can obtain the verified initial material or parts plan 
P0 confirmed by operating IN I OUT which move the ordered pairs from or to 
the list P 0 = < f(e~0))••• ,f(e :ol) >. 

0 

@ As for ef0> E J0, the man-hour g(ef0>) required by the service item ef0> can be 
determined by means ofman-hour quota g: E-N, then, T 0 = L g(e) is the 

initial man-hour plan. 
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3.1.2 The implementation of amending plan Sk = < Jk, Pk, T k > (k > 0) 
<~<> <k> • b . d f h I' J <~<-o <k-Il CD Jk= <e1 ,•••, e 1 > IS o tame rom t e 1st k-1= <e 1 ,'" ,e 1 > 

l k -I 

through operating the IN I OUT by the sevice experts. 
@ Suppose 6.~> = JcJk-t• 6.~k) = Jk_1-Jk, calculate f(6.~l) and f(6.~kl), then 
P = P +f(6. (k))-f(6. (k)) where 11 +11 means the moving-in operation while 11 -" k k-1 + - ' 
moving-out operation. 

® Amend P k by the service expert to obtain Pk. 

® Tk =Tk_ 1 + I g(e)- I g(e) 
ef.6 <!l ef.6 ~l 

3.2 Task dispatching 

A group of service items which must be performed in sequence is called a job. 
The task dispatching in an auto-repair MIS can be divided into two levels. The 
first level dispatching designates the priority of the job and assignes the job to the 
workshop or amends the priority of the job which has been already assigned to a 
workshop. The second level dispatching is the service item dispatching which is 
carried out in the workshop and used to preserve the order standing in the job. 

The first level dispatching is a event dispatching, which will take place once there 
is a job or the priority of a job to be necessarily amended. The rules to this func
tion are: CD To keep the homogeneity on the same vehicle with different jobs for 
the purpose of reducing production cost. For instance, The different jobs on the 
same vehicle can be assigned to different workshops with the equal priority level 
so as to make the different jobs on the same vehicle be done parallelly, aiming at 
bringing down the number of vehicle-day repairing at the shop ;or all the job 
priorties given to the same vehicle can be rearranged at one time, either to move 
ahead or to put off. @ To balance the job load in different workshops so as to 
make the most effective use of man-hour resource. For instance, the job will be 
assigned to the workshop with minimum man-hour coefficient. The man-hour 
coefficient is defined as (assigned man-hour I quota man-hour) to indicate the 
current work intensity in the workshop. The performance result of the first level 
dispatching makes all the workshops have a job queue in the order of the 
priority. 

The second level dispatching is also the event priority dispatching. Each service 
item in a job will tend to go through many changes in state from entering into the 
waiting queue to the end of the service. There are totally six possible states as: wa 
iting for service, being ready, repairing suspending, waiting for material and wait· 
ing for the job end .Apart from the state of repairing, all the other states possess 
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a job queue in their own priority sequence. When touching off the dispatching, 
the second level dispatching will choose the first item from the item queue at be
ing-ready state and send it into the repairing state. The event dispatching and 
states transmitting are shown in Fig. 5. 

W :Waiting for service 

B: Being ready 

S : Suspending 

R : Repairing 

E: Waiting for end 

M :Waiting for material 

(i)To enter into the queue (from the first level dispatching). Waiting for service @Materi

als ready ®Dispatching @Forced stop ®Short of material ® Stoping relief & Being 

ready ~Materials coming @Repair done ®Job end ®Job completion 

Figure 5 THE STATES TRANSMISION IN THE SECOND LEVEL DISPATCHING. 

3.3 The Search of Unique Part Identification Code 

In the parts planning se-
quence P0, P1, P1, ···,P., any 
P k in the ordered pair 
< Pk,nk > contained in P1 is 
only the general name of the 
parts. The general name is 
considered to be the abstract 
name of the parts, in other 
words, what it represents is 
only the name of parts cate
gory, not the name of an ac
tual part in this category. The 
name of ari actual part is spec
tied by the parts manufactur
er known as the unique part 
identification code and 

Abstract name. 

Category 

Trademark 

Model 

Characteristics 

IDp 

Flg.fi THE SEARCH TREE OF THE PARTS. 

written as lOp. In actual service, the required part can only be obtained when 
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both the abstract name pkand the IDpkhave been established together. 
The abstract name of the parts can also be defined as a search tree as shown in 
Fig. 6. The root node represents the abstract name of the parts, while the first lev
el intermediate nodes represent the vehicle category (e.g. truck or car etc.), the sec
ond level intermediate nodes represent trademark of different automobiles (e.g. 
Toyota, Santana etc.), the third level intermediate nodes represent the model of 
the vehicle (e.g. YHSO, YH60 in Toyota Series and so on), the fourth level inter
mediate nodes represent the characteristics of the vehicle (e.g. the left seat steer
ing wheel, mountain region disign etc), the leaf of the tree stands for IDp. We call 
a PATH the sequence of nodes which starts from the root node passing through 
all intermediate nodes to the leaf. Then the IDp is determined by the function 
Y,(pk, PATH) while the PATH is specified by the foundamental data of the vehi
cles underrepairing. The mapping method of the function 1/1 is the search tree as 
shown in Fig.6. 

3.4 Direct Production Cost Accounting and Prediction 

The direct production cost is composed of the material cost and labor cost. As a 
result of the dynamic evolution of the material planning in the whole production 
process from the material planning before serice to material consumption list af
ter service, it is possible to account the in-use material cost at any time and it 
makes the prediction of the future material requirement possible. Meanwhile, the 
dynamic evolution of the man-hour planning sequence makes the prediction and 
account of the required man-hour possible. 

4. DEVELOPMENT INSTANCE 

This auto-repair MIS has been applied to DRAGEN Auto-Service Company. 
As this MIS system is based on the foundation of careful analysis about the pro
duction and management model for the auto-repair industry and paid special at
tention to the key issue of the finite plan-dispatching cycle in production manage
ment, it has greatly improved the management in the fields of material supply, 
sales, stock, labor, technology and financial affairs etc. On one hand, this 
auto-repair MIS system has made the production process show clearly by the de
tailed illustration of dynamic data and related figures to provide with the dynam
ic tracing function to the production states, thus the direct production cost has 
been dramatically reduced (including labor cost and the shop-vehicle-day). On 
the other hand, it has realized the real-time forecast on the requirement of the 
material supply and finance, thus, the management cost has been greatly reduced 
and the handling capacity greatly increased. In a word, the design of MIS system 
has achieved the expected results. 
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